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input data where the signal is usuallytaken to be reflectioninformation and the remainderof the seismicwave field is generally
classified as noise. While high-amplitude, randomly distributed
(white) noise can make extraction of the reflection wave field
difficult, the most harmful type of noise is the coherentpart of
the wave field known as ground roll. Removal of ground roll
from seismic data has historically been a fundamentalstep but
the completenessof its suppressionwithout removing reflection
information is partially linked to the acquisitionmethod used in
the field. Large receiver arrays reduce only part of the ground
roll while attenuatingcertain parts of the reflection wave field.
Long group intervals tend to alias the surfacewave field making
removal of residual coherent noise by methodssuch as velocity
filtering difficult.
However, the effect of recordinggroundroll with truer fidelity
using short arrays and small group intervalsprovidesmore efficient noise suppressionthan previously possible with conventional data. This effect is particularlynoticeablein the deconvolution step where the higher S/N of the input data results in
reducedphasedistortiondue to increasedaccuracyof the operator coefficients. This is becausecorrelation is used to measure
wavelet similarity in computingfilter operators.Although ground
roll has spectralcomponentswithin the seismicband of interest,
its wavelet shapeis different from the reflectionsignal and interferes with the correlation process.Thus, the output signal from
deconvolution performed on the high-density data after noise
suppressionhas better vertical resolutionbecauseof a larger SIN
and less phasedistortionthan the deconvolvedconventionaldata.
The increasedperformanceof deconvolutionalso resultsin improved velocity and residual staticsanalysisparticularlynoticeable after array-formingthe high-densitydata.
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We presentan elasticforward modelingalgorithmbasedon the
Fourier method. This modeling is capable of handling arbitrary
velocity variation in both the horizontal and vertical direction.
Although from a mathematicalviewpoint 3-D modeling is not
very different from 2-D modeling, from a computationalviewpoint, however, 3-D modeling is an order of magnitudemore
difficult. For example, modeling of a region of size 5 km in all
spatial dimensionswith a frequency band reaching 40 Hz, requires a grid size of at least 250 x 250 X 250. The total amount
of computerstoragerequiredfor sucha problem is over 200 million words. Obviously problemsof this magnitudeposea serious
challengeto currentcomputertechnology.
The elastic modeling algorithm is first tested against simple
problems for which the results can be readily understood.In a
later stage more complicatedproblems will be introduced.The
input for a typical problem includesthe density and the P and S
velocities at all grid points as well as a specificationof the seismic source. The outputcan include a variety of displayssuchas

displacementor stress time sections at selected receivers, or
snapshotsof these variablesat fixed times.
Basic equations
Forward modeling is based on the integrationin time of the
equationsof conservationof momentum,and the relationsfor an
elastic medium undergoing infinitesimal deformation. Let Xi,
j= 1,2,3 denotea Cartesiancoordinatesystemin which X, points
in the vertical direction. The equationsof momentumconservation then read:
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uji denotesstresscomponents,fi denotesbody forces, p denotes
density, and U, denotesthe displacementcomponents.The convention where a dot above a variabledenotestime differentiation
was adopted. In order to make the system (1) determine additional equations,relating the stressesto the displacementsis required. For an isotopic infinitesimalelastic region theserelations
read:
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X and p, denote the Lame’s constants.
The forward modeling consistsof the solution of (1) and (2)
in time time integrationis carriedout by time steppingby second-orderdifferencing as in the 2-D case (Kosloff et al., 1984).
Spatial derivativesat each time stepare evaluatedwith use of the
FFI’ (Kosloff and Baysal, 1982;Kosloff et al., 1984). Equations
(1) and (2) contain a total of 18 derivative terms of this type.
Thus for a cubic grid, each time step will involve the calculation
of 18 X 2 X (number of pointson an XiXJplane) FFTs. The input
for the modeling includesthe elasticconstantsA and k (or, alternatively, the seismic velocities) and the densities at all grid
points. In addition the seismic source is introducedthrough a
specificationof the body forcesA.. These can include directional
forces in whichfi points in a specifieddirection, or an isotropic
pressuresource as well as a variety of shear sources.Although
not all these sources resemble exploration geophysics type
sources,they can sometimesbe useful in examining important
effects like the generationof convertedp-waves from an initial
SH-wave.
As for the boundaryconditionson the horizontalboundariesas
well as the bottom boundary,we applied the absorbingboundary
describedin Cerjan et al. (1985). For the top boundarythere is a
possibility of introducing a free surface or allowing events to
wrap aroundto the bottom of the grid and be eliminatedby the
absorbingregion there. The free surfacecondition is effectively
achievedthroughthe introductionof a wide zone with zero seismic velocities above the upper surfaceof the model (or equivalently becauseof periodicity below the bottomof the model).
Numerical implementation
The 3-D elastic modeling algorithm was implementedon the
Cray XMW computer. The Fourier method is highly vectorizable, and can also be designedto utilize simultaneouslythe four
CPUs of the Cray computer. The calculationsrequire a number
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memory of 8 million words of the computer.A strategyof leafing
throughthe storageat each time step is thereforerequired. The
main goal is to minimize the amount of I/O and I/O requests
betweenthe host memory and the SSD.
The storage scheme which we finally adoptedis basedon a
pencil structure(Figures 1 and 2). DenotingX,, XT, X3 in equations (1) and (2) by x,y,z respectively, a time step of the algorithm consistsof calculatingnew values alternativelyin planes
perpendicularto the Z-axis (xy planes) and planesperpendicular
to the y-axis (xz planes). In eachcasea numberof planesare first
loaded into main memory by reading in a strip of pencils. The
size of the strip must fit in main memory. Multitasking is
achievedby allowing each of the four CPUs of the Cray XMP4
to operate on separateplanes until values in all the planes in a
strip of pencilshave been updated.The pencil structureinvolves
a special numberingof storagelocation (Figure 2), but the algorithm can be organizedin a mannerwhich keepsnaturalnumbering in main data memory.
Numerical results and timings
The numerical algorithm will first be testedagainstproblems
with known analytic solutionsand simple problemswhich give
results which can easily be interpreted.Timings of typical runs
will also be presented.

FIG. 1. Storage arrangement.
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The paper deals with the numerical modeling procedureof
seismic wave propagationin heterogeneousmedia. For this purpose, the method suggestedis basedon a combinationof finite
integral transformswith respectto one of the spatialcoordinates
and finite difference techniquewith respectto the other. With the
help of this approachone calculatescompletesyntheticseismograms in vertically inhomogeneousmodels of media (isotropic,
anisotmpic, liquid-filled porous, and linear nonelasticmedia).
The approachdescribedabove was developedfor complex 2-D
and 3-D arbitrary subsurfacegeometries.Examples are given of
calculatingcomplete syntheticseismogramsfor different models
of the media.
Numerical seismic modeling has recently become an invaluable tool for the study of the Earth’s structure,and now it is an
important part of seismic interpretation. Numerical modeling
made it possibleto calculatecomplete seismogramsfor complex
subsurfacegeometriesand ampare them to observedrecords.In
order to reach good agreementbetween syntheticand observed
records, it is first necessaryto select properly a physical model
approximatinga real medium. With the accumulationof experimental data our views on a physicalmodel change.
In seismic prospectingone deals with 1-D and 2-D inhomogeneous models of anisotropic, attenuating,porous and some
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